β-Hydrogen Elimination Mechanism in the Absence of Low-Lying Acceptor Orbitals in EH2(t-C4H9) (E = N-Bi).
The β-hydrogen elimination reactions of group 15 alkyl compounds at the example of EH2(t-C4H9) (element E = N-Bi) were investigated and compared to the group 13 example of GaH2(t-C4H9). With the aid of extensive density functional theory based analysis of atomic and electronic structures at the transition state, we can derive three distinct reaction classes. The gallium compound follows the well-known β-hydride route with participation of an empty p orbital at the metal in a concerted, synchronous fashion, exhibiting a low barrier. For compounds with group 15 elements, we find highly nonsynchronous reactions with high reaction barriers. In the case of nitrogen, a proton-like H atom is transferred via attack of the nitrogen nonbonding electron pair. For the heavier homologues (P-Bi), E-Cα bond breaking occurs first and the H atom does not carry charge at the transition state. The reaction barrier in group 15 homologues is thus determined by the E-Cα bond strength down the group. The results enable a rationale for ligand design for precursors involved in chemical vapor-phase deposition processes because a good ligand needs to stabilize the positive charge at Cα.